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The Second Student Edition! 

We are the IB Juniors, back again with another edition of our new project, The               

Falcon Times. Though it may be daunting, we encourage people to take on the challenge               

of participating in a paper like this one. Not only does it equip you with stronger                

collaboration and writing skills, it also looks particularly appealing on university           

applications, no matter where you intend on applying. Enjoy this edition as we have              

worked extremely hard on it and, who knows, maybe you’ll find a photo of you and your                 

friends somewhere along the way! 

 

 

 

Highlights of the Year 

with Henna Moussavi 

So far, this school year has been one of the most fast paced for many AOSR students. As we all                    

move through high school, our lives became more abundant with heavier responsibilities and             

preparations for the future. We are now nearing the end of the journey that was the 2017-2018                 

academic year, and thus, The Falcon Times presents you with a recap of the most significant                

events. 
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Halloween Highlights 

 

Just like every year, there was an exciting and festive celebration of Halloween right on the 

AOSR campus! Parents kindly came to contribute, providing creatively decorated 

Trick-or-Treating booths that the elementary schoolers could enjoy all afternoon. It was a 

colourful and engaging event that definitely marked some significance this year! 

 

Theater Highlights 

 

 

This winter, our theater program took on a classic holiday hit, A Christmas Carol by Charles 

Dickens. It starred Federico Sarti as the lead role of Scrooge, who perfectly captured the essence 

of a grumpy old man despite his usual comedic and upbeat demeanor! Surely one of the better 

plays performed iìn the past few years at AOSR, it set the bar high for next year. 
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Mayfair Highlights 

 

 

This year, Mayfair turned out to be a huge success for many of the AOSR clubs that had 

tables set up, particularly the Global Issues Network. The purpose of their table was to raise 

money for various local animal shelters.  They raised 300 euros in total, with 150 going towards 

the Cat Sanctuary in Largo di Torre Argentina.  

 

Sports Segment 

with Andrea Pettenello 

By the end of the Spring Season, the        

AOSR Sports teams have completed the      

final rush. The boys soccer team has closed        

the season with a stupefying 7-1 record.  

 

 

Senior, Christian Sjöman, gets past a ROTA 

defender, ready to take a shot. 

Their efforts, strengthened by the     

marvellous mentoring of Coach Aureli and      

the leadership of team captains Alessandro      

Ianni and Christian Sjoman, put them      

undefeated through the season and in 3rd       

place in the Division II Championships.  

 

The girls started off with more of a struggle,         

tying their first game and losing their       

second one. However, with the motivation      

of Coach Ciccarelli and team captain Denise       

Rapp, they managed to jump back and close        

the season with a 4-3-1 record, finishing 3rd        

in Division II overall. 
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Sophomore, Emma Woods, deflects a shot taken 

by a ROTA forward, sending the ball away from 

her box. 

 

The track and field members have had a        

stellar season, destroying personal and     

school records along the way. Freshman      

William Davis broke school records in the       

1600 and 3200 meters. The long jump       

school record was destroyed by junior      

Andrea Gherardini. Seniors Marie-Pascaline    

Boutonnier and Shakirah Adams    

respectively broke school records in the 200       

meters and the long jump. 

 

The track team poses after a long day of running 

at the Vicenza Military Base. 

 

Outside of school, sports, soccer especially,      

have conquered the city of Rome. Roma has        

had a historical season, ending Serie A in        

3rd place and reaching the Champions      

League semi-finals, a feat only achieved 34       

years prior.  

 

 

FOX News. 

 

Lazio has unfortunately failed to qualify for       

the Champions League, ending the season in       

5th place due to a loss in their final game          

against Inter. 
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University Talk  

with Henna Moussavi 

As expected, many of us are worried for the prospects of university and are burdened               

with the stresses of choosing the right one. Throughout the year there have been several               

organised fairs and presentations, made possible with the help of our college counselor, Mrs.              

Jeffrey.  

 

As we go into the summer, it is important we all start thinking about the options which we may                   

consider in the future. Here are some of the top factors which we should consider when picking                 

the right school.  

 

1. Location 

Location is a key aspect of university life. It will be the first time that you live on your own and                     

without the support of your family, therefore it is important that you are comfortable in your                

environment and who you are surrounded by. Some options to consider may be countryside vs.               

city or tight knit campus vs. a campus that is more spread out. Also, it is important to think                   

about the living accommodations!  

 

2. Types of Majors and Degrees Available 

What are you passionate about? What do you know you excel in based off of your high school                  

grades and experiences? If you are set on a particular subject and are certain that you will                 

pursue it, maybe think about UK universities since they require a more decisive approach. If               

you’re still a bit unsure, maybe the US would be more suitable since you always have the chance                  

to change your major. Always aim for what you enjoy. 

 

3. Admissions Criteria 

This may be the most stressful part. You may have everything else in order, striving for your                 

dream school. With this, you must be prepared with satisfactory grades and meet the              

requirements of that school. If you are falling behind in a class that you need to be doing better                   

in, try working with some peers who understand the material! Or, even dedicate a little more                

time while you do your homework to try and understand it better. Ask questions, and don’t be                 

shy. Be realistic but also persistent about your objectives. 

 

Best of luck! 

 

 

To IB or not to IB? 
Picking the right program in order to succeed with some advice from IB seniors. 
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Q: Describe the IB. 

 

A: The IB is a long, challenging, complicated process that I know will prepare me for university. 

(Madeline Seeley-Hacker) 

 

A: It depends on the school, in this school I would say the IB is a program where you can have 

more focus on a specific subject or a teacher can focus on a specific student due to the small 

number of people in it. It’s a very individual program where you are constantly evaluated. (Fiona 

Poda) 

 

Q: Who would you recommend the program to? 
 
A: I would recommend the IB to anyone who has at least some interest in all subjects because 

you do need to feel comfortable in all academic areas in the core in order to face the two year 

program. (Madeline Seeley-Hacker) 

 

A: I would recommend it for someone who is already prepared for it beforehand, someone who 

doesn’t just walk in spontaneously without knowing what is going to happen but instead plans 

ahead since that is vital to have good grades throughout the program. (Fiona Poda) 

 

Q: One positive IB related anecdote? 

 

A: I don’t think it’s more about specific anecdotes, however there is a special bond created 

between the people you complete the IB with that you really wouldn’t have otherwise. (Madeline 

Seeley-Hacker) 

 

A: The IB gave us the opportunity to fail, not in a bad way, but as an opportunity to grow. It gave 

us the opportunity to no longer fear failure but to acknowledge our possible areas of growth, and 

it will stay with us forever because failure will be a part of high school, college and life. (Fiona 

Poda) 

 

Q: Any IB survival tips for someone who may be considering? 

 

A: The IB is not as hard as everyone says, it is not hard to pass the IB. One can make it as much 

of a challenge as they want to. Be into the subjects that you choose but also don’t cancel out 

subjects you have to take (like math). (Madeline Seeley-Hacker) 

 

A: It's all about preparation and anticipation, always do things the moment it’s assigned. Don’t 

look at failure as a bad thing, look at it as an opportunity to improve. (Fiona Poda) 
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Student Q & A 
with Catalina Jellousheg 

 

AOSR Talent Show 

Q: What was your favorite performance? 
 

A: It would be hard to choose one specific act, my favorites in general were Sam playing the 

drums, Zun dance moves and Super and Sole’s blindfolded piano performance. (Monica 

Mohammed, Gr.11) 

 

Q: What did you perform that lead you to your victory? 

 

A: For the AOSR talent show, I played an original solo I wrote. I loved playing the drums in 

front of the audience. Even though I’ll be going to the states next year I am sure I’ll continue 

playing since I want to go to music school in the future. The jazz band I’ll play with attends to 

annual competitions, which I am really looking forward to. (Sam McCarthy, Gr. 11) 

 

STUCO: Favorite Events of the Year 

Q: What was your favorite event and which event was the most successful? 

 

A: My favourite STUCO activity was the sponge throwing! Mayfair was also the most successful 

event of the year. (Monica Mohammed, Gr.11) 

 

A: Most successful was the mayfair, considering that the weather was better than it was last 

year. (Thomas Dalhaug, Gr. 11) 

 

A: My favorite event was the talent show, although the most successful event was the first spirit 

week. (Ms. Klug) 
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Q: Are you planning on participating in STUCO in the future? 

 

A: Of course! I am planning on going for vice president of finance and class rep.  (Monica 

Mohammed, Gr.11) 

 

A: I will most likely be running for STUCO next year but the position isn’t decided yet. (Thomas 

Dalhaug, Gr. 11) 

 

A: I will surprisingly not be participating in STUCO next year. After three years of representing 

the teacher body in the student council, I will be giving that position to another teacher.  (Ms. 

Klug) 

 

 

TOK Corner 

Consciousness: A Gift or a Curse? 

with Harris Watkins 

This issue’s article does not look to place definitive answers on anything, simply to raise 

questions and prompt thought into the topic. 

 

Human Value 

We, as humans, take our existence for       

granted. It is something that is a given for         

us. To think, to feel, to experience the world         

as we do is something that we have lived         

with all our lives. We know nothing else        

because this is just naturally how we were        

made. We were able to evolve through time,        

surviving throughout and creating our own      

societies of humanity. We were able to       

utilize the Earth like no other species       

because of our knowledge and     

consciousness. Civilization and prosperity    

has been achieved and we, as an organism,        

live in relative comfort in the world we have         

created. But were we really lucky to be        

granted the ability to think? Is      

consciousness really a gift? The notion of       

self awareness means we are doomed to       

consider our place in the universe. This is        

tragic because we will realise the extent of        

our insignificance. We are but a speck of        

dust in the grand scheme of things. To be         

given the ability of forming thoughts means       
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we are doomed to consider the value and        

meaning of our lives when there is none        

intrinsically. We were not put on this Earth        

to serve a grander purpose, there is only the         

value of life given by us. Value is a concept          

created by us and is thus assigned to our         

lives by us. There is no inherent purpose or         

meaning given to us, just the ones we create         

for ourselves. 

 

Isolation and Ignorance 

We are driven to search for other       

civilizations, out there in the universe, but       

may never find any alien life out there. The         

implication that follows is that we are       

extremely alone. A tiny drop in an cosmic        

ocean. We would have been given      

consciousness only to realize we are the only        

ones that received this ability. Oh so       

desperately alone are we in the Universe.       

Was a thinking mind really such a gift?        

Perhaps if we had stayed at a more basic         

level of thought, say the level of a dog or          

even fish, we would not be plagued by the         

thoughts of existentialism. Our entire world      

would be guided with purpose, to eat, sleep,        

survive. We would not have the time nor the         

ability to ponder our existence. We would       

not be driven to search for meaning or        

understanding, instead thriving in our     

ignorance. We would not think about life as        

any different because we would not know       

any different, we would not have the ability        

to recognize any different. In this sense,       

ignorance is a beautiful thing; ignorance is       

bliss. When we are ignorant to the nature of         

our existence - when we do not have self         

awareness - we are not bothered by it.  

 

https://janewithoutane.wordpress.com/2011/01/03/ho
w-to-feign-ignorance-at-work/ 

 
Existentialism 

To conclude, the thinking mind may not       

have been as much of a gift as we assume          

and it may be more fitting to be regarded as          

more of a curse. The thinking mind looks to         

give meaning to intrinsically meaningless     

things and search for company in an       

increasingly empty universe. It searches and      

asks questions - like this one - with no         

answer. Truly, it is frustrating to think       

constantly and never be able to rest.       

Through our self awareness, we have been       

denied the gift of blissful ignorance. We       

have evolved through time and continue      

advancing, but the thoughts of     

existentialism will always plague us as the       

product of a conscious mind. 

 
http://landisblair.blogspot.com/2012/09/thought-proce

ss.html 
 
 

 

 

http://landisblair.blogspot.com/2012/09/thought-process.html
http://landisblair.blogspot.com/2012/09/thought-process.html
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Arts and Literature 

with Lucrezia Petrella 

Throughout these past few months,     

our Italian class read Kitchen by Banana       

Yoshimoto. The author is Japanese, and this       

underlying factor greatly affected what I      

expected to read in contrast to what I        

actually encountered. 

 

Yoshimoto expressed major values to the      

audience; describing how a vast amount of       

Eastern literature focuses on human     

emotions and relatable life struggles. I read       

this during a particularly challenging time,      

as many things within my life were altered        

and I was slowly adapting to new routines.        

Kitchen gave me the strength to move on        

and realize that my struggles were more       

common than I had initially thought.  

 

This story of Mikage (the female      

protagonist) revolves around her sudden     

orphan status. She goes from living with her        

family to suddenly finding herself with no       

one; the death of her family wasn’t sudden,        

but gradual. This event makes her realize       

that solitude will be an inevitable part of        

life. Eriko and Yuichi, a mother and son, will         

appear in this moment of sadness and lead        

Mikage to realize that the only way to        

overcome these feelings is to find      

distractions. These distractions could be as      

simple as being with people that care about        

and perhaps truly know her mental state. By        

sharing this insight, they will welcome      

Mikage in their home and all of their lives         

will be filled to the best. All three characters         

will serve each other, fulfilling each broken       

soul in a process of healing.  

 

 

 

Important Themes 

To help you better understand the literary       

style of Yoshimoto, I have attached      

important citations with an explanation of      

the themes they pertain to. By doing so I         

hope you will be interested in reading it and         

understand more thoroughly why this book      

fascinated me so much.  

 

 Solitude 

“Sometimes people put up walls, not to keep        

others out, but to see who cares enough to         

break them down” (50). 

 

Mikage, the protagonist, clearly explains     

how many times human beings remain      

‘cold’ on the outside to see who really cares         

about them. In the end this is a form of          

protection for those who had been so alone        

and became afraid of opening to whom will        

inevitably break them into pieces.  

 

 

 

Insomnia 
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“That's the advantage of insomnia. People      

who go to be early always complain that        

the night is too short, but for those of us          

who stay up all night, it can feel as long as           

a lifetime. You get a lot done” (24). 

 

Insomnia at times leads everyone into      

thinking more thoroughly and profoundly.     

The ones that aren’t truly overwhelmed by       

anything sink into the tranquility of the       

night, make it fly by and wake up in         

complete daylight without being aware of      

how much it lasts. On the other hand the         

ones that can’t fall asleep realize the abyss        

that resides within the night, it can almost        

seem as an eternal moment in which       

thinking seems the wisest and heaviest      

option to do.  

 

Resilience 

“As I grow older, much older, I will        

experience many things, and I will hit rock        

bottom again and again. Again and again I        

will suffer; again and again I will get back         

on my feet. I will not be defeated. I won't let           

my spirit be destroyed” (80). 

 

It’s important for us to remember that life        

keeps us stored thousands of experiences,      

many of which will render us extremely       

weak. The suffering outcome will make us       

stronger than before ; we will not let        

ourselves feel so defeated because our      

conscience know that if we managed to       

overcome what seemed impossible then we      

will be indestructible.  

 

Depression 

“From the bottom of my heart, I wanted to         

give up; I wanted to give up on living.         

There was no denying that tomorrow      

would come, and the day after tomorrow,       

and so next week, too. I never thought it         

would be this hard, but I would go on living          

in the midst of a gloomy depression, and        

that made me feel sick to the depths of my          

soul. In spite of the tempest raging within        

me, I walked the night path calmly” (10).  

 

At times people choose that giving up is        

easier than fighting back. Unfortunately the      

protagonist considered ending her life     

because everything seemed so repeatedly     

boring that there was no point into       

continuing spending her days with the same       

thoughts and same boredom.  

 

 

Yokkaichi: Mie River by  Utagawa Hiroshige I  

Hiroshige 

In order to connect my literature piece       

within the arts I went to a marvelous art         

exhibition at the Scuderie del Quirinale      

titled Hiroshige. It focused on depicting      

visions of Japan and it was divided into        

various sections. I will concisely talk about       

my visit and how the exhibition was       

structured. Hopefully this will make you      

interested in seeing it and visualizing the       

beauty within vast rural areas of the East. 

The exhibition starts by defining Hiroshige      

(which is the name of the artist) as the         

“master of rain and snow” for the incredible        

usage of light in his paintings. With time he         

became impressively famous and had a huge       

influence on European Art of the 19th       
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century contributing to the phenomenon of      

japonisme.  

 

Hiroshige’s first works focused on him      

demonstrating his special talent of depicting      

women, historical events and theatre. The      

manner in which he portrayed them was       

through brilliant and rich colours with an       

enormous kind of attention to detail.  

Secondarily after his “first phase”     

diminished he started focusing more on      

travel images, therefore landscapes of     

Tokaido and Kisokaido. The way in which he        

chose to paint them was through different       

subjects and formats than the previous      

ones. For example he included comic verses       

and associated train stations with images of       

myths and legends.  

What the viewer perceives is a sense of how         

vast his art was, Hiroshige managed to       

depict new visions of the same places that        

made it all seem even more creative and        

unique. Throughout the whole exhibition a      

feeling of love for nature is placed,       

everything shows itself to be perfectly      

harmonious and dynamic.  

 

 

Thank you for reading the second edition of The Falcon Times. 

We wish you all good luck on your exams, and urge everyone to 

consider joining next year.  

 

Have a great summer! 

-Your editors, Henna Moussavi & Harris Watkins 

 


